SELECT: Select your shower pleasure.
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Technologies

Select

Changes to a different
spray type or shower in
moments.

Keeps the flow to a
minimum to save water
and energy without
any performance loss.
For lasting pleasure.

Combines water with a
generous amount of air. For a
soft, splash-free water jet and
rich, full shower drops.

Gentle rainfall with
air- enriched drops.

Soft water spray that
caresses the body.

Distributes the water over a
large shower face, so your
whole body is completely
enveloped in well-being
drops.

Spray modes

Perfect for rinsing shampoo
out of your hair.

Whirl

Massage

Concentrated beneficial
massage spray.

Strong, pulsing massage
spray.

Intensive water spray
perfect for rinsing shampoo.

REECE PRODUCT QUALITY GUARANTEE
Hansgrohe showers are covered by
a 15 year product replacement warranty.
For full warranty details visit
www.reece.com.au/warranties
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Remove limescale
deposits simply by
rubbing the flexible
silicone jets.

Strokes of genius
and corporate spirit.
The company. Story of passion.

The biggest industrial success stories
often begin with simple, innovative ideas
driven by pioneers. In 1901, Hans Grohe
set up his metal working company in the
Black Forest in Germany. He used his
knowledge and experience to design
overhead showers which quickly became a
household standard. In 1928, he designed
and produced the ﬁrst hand shower, which
in turn led in 1953 to the ground-breaking
shower bar.
Hans Grohe brought a spirit of innovation to a solid
industrial base.

The shower bar might seem obvious to us now, but
someone had to invent it, which Hansgrohe duly did
in 1953.

An international benchmark
Hans’ son, Klaus, successfully broadened
the company’s scope and it became one of
the rare brands in its sector to enjoy
an international reputation. Klaus was
nicknamed Green Mind for his focus on the
protection of the environment, a corporate
value which was also applied to the
products themselves, with their emphasis
on reducing water and energy consumption,
and to the production processes, which
were designed to respect the environment.
Water is life; for Hansgrohe, sustainable development
is a measurable and traceable ongoing process.

Corporate values
The company today still has a close
affiliation with the family and its growth is
driven by the third generation of Grohes,
including Philippe and Richard. Over two
thirds of its 3500-strong workforce are still
located in Germany, many of them in the
small town of Schiltach in the Black Forest,
where the enterprise started off.

Hans Grohe innovation since 1901.
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Klaus Grohe with his sons, Philippe and Richard.

Enjoy Select.
There’s now a little button in the bathroom that provides a tremendous amount of pleasure.

It is a well-known fact that here
at Hansgrohe, we never stop reinventing
water pleasure. Once again it has clicked
with the new Select technology! A simple
touch of this button is all it takes for anyone
to be able to enjoy their particular shower
pleasure. The discreet Select button on
showers and thermostats combines many
of the features that our products are known
for: the best design, smart functions and
excellent user-friendliness. Of course, we
also include these characteristics in our

bathroom and mixers for you. This turns
our ideas for water into an experience
in your home. In this brochure, you will
discover award-winning design coupled
with innovative technology and an added
helping of pleasure – so happy reading!
Yours, Richard Grohe

Select: It’s all in the button
Croma ® Select Hand Showers

Various openings for
diﬀerent spray type
Attractive colour play
in white/chrome
Easy to clean thanks to the
QuickClean silicone jets

Change the spray type at
the touch of a button

EcoSmart technology to
reduce water consumption

Slender,
ergonomical handle

®
Croma Select S Multi

Croma ® Select E Multi
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Full benefits, drop by drop
®
Croma Select Technologies
Make Croma Select Hand Showers your first choice. The
attractive design in white/chrome with the round head (S) or
sof t square (E) will blend elegantly with any bathroom. You
will also benefit from excellent user comfort and functionality
as a light touch on the Select button is all it takes to switch

through the spray t ypes. With the EcoSmart version it is also
simple to keep operating costs down. That‘s because the
reduced water flow of 9 l/min saves precious resources.

Select – A simple click
Advantages
• Changing the spray type is easy and intuitive with the
innovative Select button
• Greater comfort when showering

EcoSmart – Less water consumption
Advantages
• Up to 60 % lower water consumption
• Lower energy requirement by saving hot water – therefore
reduced CO2 output and lower operating costs

QuickClean – Easy cleaning
Advantages
• Fast and easy cleaning
• Durable, top-quality silicone
• Long lifetime and functionality
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Croma ® Select Overhead Showers

Croma ® Select S 180 2jet Overhead Shower
EcoSmart
WELS 3 Star 9 l/min

Croma ® Select E 180 2jet Overhead Shower
EcoSmart
WELS 3 Star 9 l/min
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Croma ® Select Hand Showers, Rail Showers

Croma ® Select S Multi Hand Shower
EcoSmart
WELS 3 Star 9 l/min

Croma ® Select E Multi Hand Shower
EcoSmart
WELS 3 Star 9 l/min

SoftRain
A soft water spray that caresses the
body for that feel-good sensation.

IntenseRain
Intensive water spray that is
perfect for rinsing out shampoo.

Croma ® Select S Multi Rail Shower
EcoSmart
WELS 3 Star 9 l/min

Croma ® Select E Multi Rail Shower
EcoSmart
WELS 3 Star 9 l/min
Massage
A concentrated jet with great
refreshing effect.
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Massage

Croma ® Select Wall Showers

Croma ® Select E
Wall Shower
EcoSmart
WELS 3 Star, 9l/min

®

Croma Select S
Wall Shower
EcoSmart
WELS 3 Star, 9l/min
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Raindance ®.
Showering re-thought.
Passion for water, innovations for the bathroom.

Since 1901, water has been the
element that revives us, drives us, and
to which we are 100 % committed, body
and soul. This passion flows into perfect

design and intelligent comfort – and our
commitment to using our natural resources
responsibly. Which is why we are
constantly developing new technologies

and services to help you reduce your
water consumption and increase the
lifetime of your showers – as well as your
showering pleasure.

EcoSmart.
EcoSmart technology

Back in 1987 – long before saving water
became such a big issue – Hansgrohe
developed a hand shower, the Mistral
Eco that used only half the amount of
water and saved previous energy. Today,
EcoSmart showers consume only nine or
six litres per minute, and save up to 60 %
water and energy.

QuickClean.
All our showers have flexible silicone jets.
Any deposits are quickly removed simply
by rubbing a finger over them. Well
looked-after limescale-free products not
only look much nicer, but they also work
better and last longer.
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Raindance ®.
Showering re-thought.
Passion for water, innovations for the bathroom.

AirPower.
Generous amounts of air are drawn in
through the spray face. This quite literally
stirs up the in-flowing water. The resulting
air-enriched drops are fuller, lighter
and softer. This not only feels good, but
it also means that you are making the
most efficient and splash-free use of your
precious water.

XXL Performance.
By intelligently distributing the water over
a large area, the whole body is enveloped
in a feel-good shower rain. For fabulous
water pleasure.
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Raindance ®.
The loveliest rain in the world.
Raindance ® 180 1jet Overhead Shower
385mm shower arm included
EcoSmart
WELS 3 Star 9 l/min

Raindance ® S
®
120 Air 3jet/Unica S Puro
Rail Shower
0.65mm rail
EcoSmart
WELS 3 Star 9 l/min
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www.hansgrohe.com.au

This catalogue has been produced with the greatest possible care for the
environment. You can also do your bit for the environment by passing this catalogue
on to others when you have finished with it, or else recycling it.

Catalogue reflects 2016 range, not all models shown may be available at time of print.

Visit any one of our 300 showrooms around Australia for all the latest products, concepts and inspiration to make your
bathroom whatever you want it to be. And for the ultimate bathroom experience, go to one of our new bathroom life™
stores where you will ﬁnd the biggest range of leading Australian and international brands.

Call 1800 032 566 or visit www.reece.com.au for your nearest bathroom showroom.
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Due to limitations in the printing process the colours in this brochure are a guide only. The manufacturer/distributor reserves the right to vary
speciﬁcations or delete models from their range without prior notiﬁcation. The manufacturer/distributor takes no responsibility for printing
errors. Hansgrohe showers enjoy a 15 year product warranty and a one year parts and labour warranty – domestic use only.

